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kavi.fi/en/meku

VIOLENCE

EXTREMELY INTENSE VIOLENCE
1. Fictive, realistic and extremely bloody and detailed, or extremely
prolonged and detailed, or extremely prolonged and sadistic
violence against people or animals.
INSTRUCTIONS: Most films of the splatter and gore genres are examples of extremely intense violence. Different genres may include extremely prolonged scenes executed in gore style. Typical features include extremely prolonged and
detailed portrayals of graphic violence, scenes that include torture-like elements, detailed mutilation
of people, and other extremely prolonged scenes of a similar nature.
2. Authentic violence and violence depicted in a detailed or pronounced manner as well as
in an entertaining or idolising manner against people or animals.
INSTRUCTIONS: Detailed or pronounced depictions of authentic violence in an entertaining or
idolising manner. The entertaining or idolising depiction is often highlighted with the use of music,
repetition, slow motion, audio, commentary and other means available in visual depiction.
3. Fictive sex-related violence depicted in a pronounced and prolonged manner (rape,
incest, paedophilia).
INSTRUCTIONS: Not authentic but enacted violence. All the details may not be depicted explicitly
but they may also not be covered.
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VIOLENCE

INTENSE VIOLENCE
4. Fictive or genuine, detailed, and realistic or dominant or
prolonged violence against people or animals.
INSTRUCTIONS: Differentiated from extremely intense violence by
the lesser amount of blood in the realistic depiction of violence, and the
shorter duration of the scenes of violence. Violence is not depicted in an
equally graphic manner. Portrayals of genuine violence may be detailed if the victim’s suffering or
the consequences of violence are clearly depicted.
5. Fictive or authentic description of the consequences of violence against or accidents
on people or animals, depicted in a detailed and exaggerated, or detailed and entertaining,
manner.
INSTRUCTIONS: The consequences of violence or accidents may be depicted in a detailed and
exaggerated manner. They may be caused by war, violence, fights and assaults, or injuries caused
by persons to themselves or others by mutual consent, or consequences of accidents.
6. Fictive, bloody and detailed violence depicted in a clearly exaggerating or parodic
manner, or prolonged and detailed, or prolonged and sadistic violence against people or
animals.
INSTRUCTIONS: In clearly and unambiguously parodic and exaggerated audiovisual programmes,
the amount of blood or bleeding may be considerable. These include, for example, audiovisual programmes that parody other genres and their characteristics in such an exaggerated manner that it
distances the viewer from the events depicted in the audiovisual programme. In a parody, the main
focus is on making fun of the conventions of a genre in a sarcastic manner.
This also includes audiovisual programmes containing extremely prolonged, bloody and detailed
violence that are not parodic but in which the victims of the violence, despite their human character,
are unquestionably imaginary due to their appearance and other clearly and consistently depicted
stereotypical characteristics, in a manner that makes it clearly more difficult for the viewer to identify
with the characters or to perceive the events as realistic. These may include zombies, vampires
and other similar, imaginary characters in their most caricatured versions, as well as other unrealistic, human-like characters that possess magical or other superhuman qualities.
Audiovisual programmes that appear outdated in their execution or expression or those that appear
otherwise clumsy in their execution (such as amateur films) may also be considered estranging in
their content. Their exaggerated manner of expression is often close to that of a parody.
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VIOLENCE

7. Authentic violence depicted in a detailed or pronounced manner where the sufferings of
the victim or the consequences of violence are depicted in a realistic manner.
INSTRUCTIONS: Authentic violence documented in a manner that depicts violence and its consequences or the victim’s sufferings in such a detailed or clear manner that the interpretation of what
is shown is unambiguous in this respect.
8. Sex-related fictive violence where the suffering of the victim is clearly depicted and the
violence is justifiable by the storyline, or strong suggestions of sexual violence or abuse
against a minor.
INSTRUCTIONS: Sex-related violence is a major factor in the storyline and it is depicted in such a
way that the suffering of the victim is unambiguous. References (either visual or auditory) to sexual
violence or abuse against a minor are clear and unambiguous in relation to the event referred to.

VIOLENCE
9. Not particularly detailed or not dominantly directed against
children, animals or family members of the principal child character,
or a single detailed scene of violence against people or animals
justified by the storyline.
INSTRUCTIONS: The threat of violence or solving a violent crime often
has a more central role than violence itself, or the violence is a part of an action scene where the
violence is often abundant, fast and pronounced, with special effects, but not depicted in a very detailed manner. A single scene of violence may be depicted in a detailed manner, provided that it has
an important and essential function in the storyline.
Even a single scene of violence in the trailer may justify an age limit of 16 due to the scarcity of context.
10. Violence depicted in an unrealistic, estranged context.
INSTRUCTIONS: Either unrealistic violence against human-like or animal-like characters or realistic violence against clearly imaginary characters, or historical, cultural or other factors as estranging
elements. With respect to violence, many adventure, fantasy and science fiction films fall within this
category.
11. Suggestions of sexual violence (rape, incest, paedophilia).
INSTRUCTIONS: Regardless of the tough theme, the suggestions are clear but subtle and not
particularly distressing as such.
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VIOLENCE

MILD VIOLENCE
12. Unrealistic or comic or exaggerating or mild violence depicted in
an animated or slapstick comedy.
INSTRUCTIONS: Violence is unlike authentic violence or it is exaggerated in a comedic context to the extent that it appears absurd and ridiculous. Differs from violence suitable for all ages due to stronger effects and
more realistic characters or characters that are easier to identify with. Violence is not idolised and
its consequences are depicted in a primarily negative light.
13. A single, mild and brief realistic scene of violence, or clear references to violence that
remain mild or brief.
INSTRUCTIONS: A scene of violence in which the violence may be pronounced but brief. A film
or television series intended for adults or adolescents may fall within this category due to a single
scene of violence. References to violence may be mildly frightening, and the intensity of the atmosphere may be pronounced briefly. This may include episodes of police procedurals, such as certain
episodes of Matlock or Agatha Christie’s Poirot, in which the victim of violence is shown but the external signs of violence are mild, or violence is suggested using other means, such as the dialogue
during the crime investigation or in connection with finding the victim, or using visual elements implying a crime (a gun, marks of a fight in the environment) or other events related to the victim that
point to a violent crime in the future or in the past.
Even a single scene of violence in the trailer may result in the age limit of 12 if the violence is pronounced and depicted as action rather than suggested.

VERY MILD VIOLENCE
14. The audio-visual programme contains no violence or only very
mild violence.
INSTRUCTIONS: Very mild violence or threat of violence in an animated
film or a slapstick comedy, for example. In this context, slapstick refers to
comedy related to exaggerated physical activity with no physical pain. An
animated film has to have a warm or happy overall atmosphere and be clearly intended for children
(in terms of storyline, colours, and audio).
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SEX

VERY DETAILED SEXUAL CONTENT
15. The detailed sexual content is dominant and sexual organs are
clearly depicted in sex scenes.
INSTRUCTIONS: The sexual content is dominant and sexual organs
are clearly depicted in sex scenes, mostly in a close-up. These include
extremely detailed depictions of sexual intercourse or masturbation, for
example. In most cases, this applies to hard core pornography, but a drama may also contain very
detailed sexual content.
This category also includes legal sadomasochistic pornography based on reciprocity. The main objective of pornography is to cause sexual arousal in the viewer, whereas a drama, for example, has
a clear storyline/message, and its purpose is to entertain.

OPEN SEXUAL CONTENT
16. Open sexual content that is covertly depicted with regard to details, or a detailed, single and short sex scene.
INSTRUCTIONS: A romantic drama, for example, may contain (several)
open sex scenes that are covertly depicted with regard to details. Intercourse, for example, is not depicted in a particularly detailed manner
but it is obscured using camera angles, brevity of scenes or blurred images. This category also
includes so-called soft pornography that does not depict sex scenes in a detailed manner. A single,
detailed, short sex scene in a context justified by the storyline also falls within this category.
A single, detailed sex scene in the trailer may cause the age limit to be 18.
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SEX

SEXUAL CONTENT
17. A single, covert sex scene or multiple covert sex scenes, or clear
references to sex in abundance.
INSTRUCTIONS: This category typically covers the so-called teen sex
comedies in which the main focus is on sex and related themes that are
usually depicted in a comedic manner. The audiovisual programme may
include covert sex scenes, sexual references and references to racy sexual content in abundance.
A single, covert sex scene may also cause an age limit of 12.
A trailer that contains covert sex scenes, sexual references and references to racy sexual content
in abundance may be rated 16.
18. A single, open sex scene that is covert with regard to details.
INSTRUCTIONS: Even a single, open sex scene that is covertly depicted with regard to details
justifies this age limit. An audiovisual programme with a single, open sex scene that is covertly depicted with regard to details (cf. age limit 16) in a context justified by the storyline may be rated 12.
In a trailer, a single, open sex scene that is covert with regard to details may cause it to be rated 16.

MILD SEXUAL CONTENT
19. Mild implications to sex, or isolated erotically loaded scenes
depicted in a covert manner.
INSTRUCTIONS: Mild sexual content in an audiovisual programme
means that a situation has developed further from embraces and kisses,
and scenes imply mild sexual desire and passion. Scenes may include
mild sexual touching.

VERY MILD SEXUAL CONTENT
20. Hugging, embracing or kissing, or nudity in other than sexual
context.
INSTRUCTIONS: Hugging, embracing and kissing is clearly related to
expressions of affection and they are not clearly sexually loaded.
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ANXIETY

ELEMENTS CAUSING VERY SEVERE ANXIETY
21. Dominant, extremely shocking and detailed description of cruelties or perversions towards people or animals.
INSTRUCTIONS: This means extremely detailed, shocking descriptions,
often containing violence, that cause revulsion in the viewer. Cruelties
and perversions refer to strong, fictive actions that deviate from the norm
and are portrayed in an extremely detailed manner. Within the horror genre, this category includes
splatter films that contain extremely bloody or sadistic violence in abundance. In the case of authentic depictions of sexual perversions (such as sexual intercourse with or other authentic sexual
violence against children or animals), the audiovisual programme may violate the penal code.
22. Seriously life-threatening or fatal, authentic behaviour harming oneself or others, depicted in a non-problematic or idolising manner.
INSTRUCTIONS: This includes reality TV shows that depict authentic, very strong acts of violence against oneself or others that may have life-threatening consequences. The acts may also
be descriptions of serious, self-destructive behaviour. It may also refer to a detailed depiction of
extremely shocking acts of cruelty to animals.
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ANXIETY

ELEMENTS CAUSING SEVERE ANXIETY
23. Shocking, distressing, prolonged and intensive threat of death
or of serious violence or of psychological breakdown directed at
people or animals. Also idolising of suicide. Severe anxiety relating
to the supernatural.
INSTRUCTIONS: An intensive threat that continues throughout the programme or an otherwise prolonged, intensive threat that may not take a positive turn. A threat of
psychological breakdown refers to mental distress that is depicted as an intensive process that the
viewer experiences as distressing, by means of a variety of severe hallucinations or loss of contact
with reality.
Idolising of suicide refers to the depiction of suicide or pronounced self-destructive behaviour as a
rewarding or worthy solution to problems, ignoring any related suffering or alternative courses of
action in the depiction. Idolising suicide in the depiction is all the more harmful if the character in
question is a child or an adolescent.
Supernatural refers to situations, characters or events that are inexplicable and essentially different from everyday life, and the anxiety they cause is created by a strong sense of threat and their
proximity to the viewer’s reality.
24. An abundance of realistic and detailed (macabre) images of mutilated, seriously injured
or decomposed bodies or victims of violence.
INSTRUCTIONS: The term macabre refers to the “forbidding, shocking and distasteful.” The abundance of images indicates that the programme includes several scenes with detailed depictions of
injured bodies. This may also refer to repeated depictions of the same body or depiction of the body
from several different angles.
25. Authentic behaviour harming oneself or others depicted in an idolising manner.
INSTRUCTIONS: This includes reality TV stunts that are associated with the risk of a serious physical injury and presented as entertainment. The idolising and entertaining manner of depiction is
typically highlighted with the use of repetition, slow-motion and commentary. The violent nature of a
stunt adds to its harmfulness. Similarly, a stunt that is easy to reproduce may be considered more
harmful as it may function as a harmful behavioural model.
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ANXIETY

ELEMENTS CAUSING RELATIVELY SEVERE ANXIETY
26. A brief or non-dominant threat of violence or death against
people or animals, or a description of cruel treatment or mental
suffering. Descriptions of losses, e.g. an illness or death of a family
member, heavy grief, confused state of mind or suicide.
INSTRUCTIONS: A brief or non-dominant threat of violence or death is
depicted either in real time as a brief or otherwise small part of the narration. A cathartic “release”
or an element of hope (such as the survival of the main characters) at the end of the programme is
essential in the case of an age limit of 12.
Cruel treatment refers to the (physical or mental) abuse or neglect of children or animals in particular, the abuse or neglect being mostly implied in this category.
Mental suffering refers to a strong emotional state that the viewer experiences as distressing, such
as strong grief over the loss of a loved one or strong fear. Grief or loss as an underlying theme or
a single scene related to them may not always require an age limit of 12. Strongly experiencing a
mental state usually requires that the viewer identifies to some extent with the suffering character.
A confused state of mind refers to the depiction of the consequences of the use of intoxicants,
delirious behaviour caused by intoxicants or drugs, attacks of delirium tremens or other seemingly
unpredictable behaviour. A confused state of mind may also refer to a mental disorder.
27. Distressing portrayals of natural disasters, accidents, catastrophes or conflicts and of
related threat of death or of their victims.
INSTRUCTIONS: This includes depictions of severe accidents, disasters, terrorism, wars and the
like that affect large numbers of people without describing the violent consequences of the events
in a pronounced manner (through the sufferings of mutilated or dying individuals, for example).
28. Strong, sudden and surprising sound and image effects causing anxiety, fear or horror,
or a long-term menacing threat. Relatively severe anxiety relating to the supernatural.
INSTRUCTIONS: This refers to sudden, frightening images or sounds. Sound effects are strong,
such as the screeching sound in Psycho, or the fear experienced by the character is underlined
with sounds of a fast heartbeat or rapid breathing. Strong suggestions are used in creating the
sense of threat.
This category also includes strong, supernatural elements (different from everyday life, hard to
explain events).
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ANXIETY

29. Singular realistic and detailed images of mutilated, seriously injured or decomposed
bodies or victims of violence.
INSTRUCTIONS: This refers, for example, to a depiction of the victim of a murder as an integral
part of the storyline in a police procedural, while the main focus remains on the investigation of the
crime. It also includes serious injuries caused or treated in a medical context, detailed depictions of
surgeries, etc. In the case of particularly shocking injuries in a victim, even a single depiction may
require an age limit of 16 according to criterion no. 5 on violence, in the case of trailers in particular.
30. Authentic behaviour harming oneself or others.
INSTRUCTIONS: This includes reality TV stunts that do not contain elements of a violent nature.
The stunts are also not life or health threatening, but they may cause various kinds of physical injuries.
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ANXIETY

ELEMENTS CAUSING MILD ANXIETY
31. Relatively mild and short-term elements of horror, slight fear or
excitement or threat of violence.
INSTRUCTIONS: Mild elements of horror in an animated or fantasy
programme (monster characters, transformations, gloomy imagery, brief
pursuits or moderate audio and visual effects).
This criterion may also apply to the categorisation of mild and short-term elements of fear or excitement or threat of violence in programmes intended for adults.
32. Sequences or situations dealing with the universal fears of children (for example, being
left alone, separation from parents, the dark, being lost or losing a loved-one).
INSTRUCTIONS: A universal fear refers to children’s developmental fears manifested in all cultures. It is essential that the distressing situation always takes a turn for the better for the principal
child characters (either due to their own actions or with the help of others). This category differs
from programmes suitable for all ages in that in programmes with an age limit of 7, separation from
parents, for example, may constitute a longer-lasting theme in the storyline.
33. Documentary short-term threat against people or animals without special effects.
INSTRUCTIONS: This refers to various kinds of nature documentaries, for example, that depict the
characteristic behaviour of animals, including hunting other animals. Threats against people must
not have destructive or violent consequences.

ELEMENTS CAUSING ONLY VERY MILD ANXIETY
34. Very mild and short-term frightening or exciting elements that
take a swift positive turn.
INSTRUCTIONS: A swift positive turn refers to the release of the mild tension “within one and the same scene.” Audio and visual effects may only
be very mild and clearly intended for children.
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INTOXICANTS

IDOLISING USE OF VERY DANGEROUS DRUGS
35. Dominant, abundant use of very dangerous drugs depicted in an
idolising and detailed manner.
INSTRUCTIONS: Very dangerous drugs refer to drugs that, at an incorrect dosage, cause a threat to life, or cause severe health problems or
strong withdrawal symptoms even in short-term usage. The definition of a
very dangerous drug is based on the penal code.
A detailed depiction of the use of very dangerous, mostly intravenous, drugs is considered abundant and idolising when the negative consequences of the usage are ignored in the narration and
the positive consequences are not questioned. Drug usage is depicted in a detailed, uncovered
manner in clear images.

DRUG USE
36. Realistic and detailed problem drug use, or individual nonproblematic or idolising descriptions of drug use.
INSTRUCTIONS: The usage of hard drugs may be depicted in a detailed
manner if it clearly causes problems to the characters in the programme
and is thus not idolising. Abundant use of soft drugs and other intoxicating
substances (such as medications or glue) depicted in a dominant and pronounced manner is also
included in this category. Repetitive use of mild drugs depicted in an uncriticising manner and as a
part of the everyday life of an adolescent character that a young viewer is expected to identify with.
The audiovisual programme may contain single scenes of drug use depicted in a non-problematic
or idolising manner, provided that they are not in a dominant role in the programme.
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INTOXICANTS

NON-DOMINANT DRUG USE OR
USE OF ALCOHOL BY MINORS
37. Implied or non-dominant drug use, or emphasised, idolising or
non-problematic use of alcohol by minors.
INSTRUCTIONS: Implied use means that the drug use is not directly
depicted but the implications of drug use are clear. For example, the characters may talk about doing a line; a character leans towards a table with white powder on it but snorting the powder is not
depicted in a detailed manner.
The audiovisual programme may also include a single, pronounced scene depicting the use of hard
drugs, if the scene is not of major importance in the storyline and the drug use is not depicted in an
idolising manner.
Non-dominant, non-idolising depiction of the use of intoxicants that can be unambiguously identified
as using cannabis or abusing medications. Non-dominant, non-idolising abuse of other substances
(such as solvents, glue).
Alcohol use only requires this rating if it is depicted as illegal, i.e. the user is clearly under 18 years
of age, and the use has a dominant role in the storyline, it is depicted in a non-problematic or idolising manner, and intoxication is intentional.
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